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Abstract: Liquid-liquid phase separation provides a
versatile approach to fabricating cell-mimicking coacer-
vates. Recently, it was discovered that phase separation
of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) allows for forming
protocells and microgels in multicomponent systems.
However, the mechanism of the ssDNA phase separa-
tion is not comprehensively understood. Here, we
present mechanistic insights into the metal-dependent
phase separation of ssDNA and leverage this under-
standing for a straightforward formation of all-DNA
droplets. Two phase separation temperatures are found
that correspond to the formation of primary nuclei and a
growth process. Ca2+ allows for irreversible, whereas
Mg2+ leads to reversible phase separation. Capitalizing
on these differences makes it possible to control the
information transfer of one-component DNA droplets
and two-component core–shell protocells. This study
introduces new kinetic traps of phase separating ssDNA
that lead to new phenomena in cell-mimicking systems.

Introduction

In living cells, liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) has
been identified as a fundamental phenomenon that drives

the assembly of various biomacromolecules into dynamic,
often liquid-like colloidal entities.[1] The generation of these
biological condensates involves for instance demixing of
specific proteins with recognition domains and RNAs in a
pathway commonly known as complex coacervation.[2] Some
of the well-known cellular membrane-less organelles include
nucleoli,[3] Cajal bodies[4] and promyelocytic leukemia nu-
clear bodies in the nucleus,[5] while germ granules and stress
granules form in the cytoplasm.[6] As the evidence of
numerous subcellular functions and biochemical pathways
presenting in these condensates—such as signal transduc-
tion, RNA metabolism, DNA damage response, and
ribosomal biogenesis—are mounting,[7] an interest in em-
ploying similar LLPS-driven compartments as an ex vivo
protocellular model[8] has been rising in the urge of design-
ing soft materials with life-like traits.

In contrast to oil droplets, coacervates formed via
different pathways,[9] such as phase separation of solutes
utilizing homolytic interactions or complex coacervation by
heterotypic interactions of oppositely charged solutes, con-
tain a large amount of water providing a hydrodynamic
molecularly crowded confinement in which enzymes,[10] and
ribozymes[11] can be active. In recent years, complex
coacervates have been recognized as a more suitable
protocell model with respect to classical liposomes,[12]

polymersomes,[13] colloidosomes,[14] proteinosomes,[15] due to
their molecularly crowded interior resembling the cytoplas-
mic confinement as well as their ability to ensure facile
exchange of matter/energy with their surroundings without
employing complex transport machinery. Even though
complex coacervates using biologically relevant synthetic
constituents, such as short oligonucleotide[1c, 10d,16] and
peptides,[8a,17] have been reported, achieving control over
morphology and dynamic behavior of droplets by varying
the biological information encoded in the constituents, such
as nucleotide sequence, remains challenging.

Since DNA has emerged as a powerful building block
for developing hierarchical nano/microstructures because of
its programmability and sequence-specificity, engineering
all-DNA coacervates in a bottom-up approach would
provide a platform to study chemical reactions and self-
assembly processes in a DNA-based crowded environment.
There have been reports on designing DNA-rich microgels
using multivalent cross-linking of X- and Y-tiles,[18] whereas
we have recently reported the formation of all-DNA
coacervates by simple phase separation of polyadenine
(polyA)-rich ssDNA polymers.[10c,19] This approach provides
ample parameters (e.g., temperature, ionic strength, DNA
chain length) to modulate the morphological and physical
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properties of the resulting coacervates. We showed that a
plethora of all-DNA mesoscopic structures could be realized
by combining the phase separation behavior with canonical
DNA duplex recognition, leading to capsules or core–shell
structures. Although complex structures could be reliable
formed by kinetic pathway guidance during temperature
ramps, details of the structure formation pathways and a
quantitative understanding remain elusive.

In this article, we report a detailed mechanistic under-
standing of the DNA demixing behavior, and illustrate two
different metal ion-dependent phase separation pathways
(Ca2+ vs. Mg2+). We demonstrate that the phase separation
process is in fact a two-stage process and that this heat-
induced LLPS is only reversible for Mg2+, but all-DNA
coacervate droplets remain stable after cooling for Ca2+.
This new Ca2+-specific kinetic trapping can be utilized for
simple Ca2+/all-DNA droplet formation, and also opens a
new design space to trigger information exchange between
coacervates and protocells stemming from distinct ion-
specific pathways.

Results and Discussion

Previously, we demonstrated that adenine (A) and thymine
(T)-rich ssDNA polymers (namely p(A20-i)x and p(T20-j)y)
exhibit different phase separation behavior in the presence
of divalent counterions.[19a] The repeating units of the
ssDNA consist of a A20 block (or T20 block) and a 21
nucleobases (nb) long barcode sequence i (or j). The
barcode sequences are used to post-functionalize the
droplets with dye-appended complementary strands (e.g.,
dye-conjugated i* or j* for visualization), and have been
chosen to avoid self-dimerization and hairpin formation.
Additionally, the i/i* and j/j* (Tm�65 °C) duplexes are
stable at room temperature (RT). Our previous focus had
been on Mg2+—the most commonly used bivalent counter-
ion for DNA nanoscience—for which we could show that
p(A20-i)x features a length- and Mg2+-concentration-depend-
ent lower critical solution temperature (LCST) behavior and
undergoes a reversible heat-driven solubility-to-insolubility
transition. On the contrary, p(T20-j)y remains in solution at
similar Mg2+ concentration when heated. We also reported
that this sequence-dependent LCST behavior can be
leveraged for pathway-dependent core–shell like p(A20-i)x/
p(T20-j)y protocell formation using a simple temperature
ramp, during which the polyA-rich demixed phase is kineti-
cally trapped during cooling by hybridization with polyT-
rich ssDNA.

In contrast to earlier work on Mg2+ ions, we herein focus
largely on Ca2+ ions for which we identify subtle but
important differences, in particular with respect to the
reversibility and sequence-specificity of the phase separation
processes. In more detail, we present a more straightforward
pathway to form independent all-DNA p(A20-i)x and p(T20-
j)y droplets—stable at RT—using an irreversible heat-
triggered phase separation process in the presence of Ca2+

ions (Figure 1a–c). We also demonstrate that the phase
separation of p(A20-i)x/Ca2+ passes through two different

transition temperatures during the heating, confirming a
nucleation and growth mechanism for the formation of
p(A20-i)x droplets (Figure 1a). In more detail, we report a
detailed mechanistic study to explain the Ca2+-dependent
coacervation pathway by varying the ssDNA chain length,
Ca2+ concentration, and incubation temperature using real-
time monitoring of the cloud point behavior and morpho-
logical development by in situ confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS).
Whenever needed we also compare to the Mg2+-dependent
pathway. Furthermore, we capitalize on the understanding
of the differences between reversible Mg2+-type phase
separation and irreversible Ca2+-type phase separation to
establish coacervate-protocell communication and informa-
tion exchange by mingling the interactions inherent to the
Ca2+ and Mg2+-coacervation pathways (Figure 1d).

Firstly, to understand the effect of the ssDNA chain
length on the phase separation behavior, we synthesized two
ssDNA polymers (p(A20-i)x and p(T20-j)y) using an isother-
mal enzymatic polymerization technique, namely RCA.[20]

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis, metal-dependent
phase separation, and information exchange of all-DNA droplets.
a) Synthesis of all-DNA multiblock copolymers via rolling circle
amplification (RCA), and two-stage droplet formation process. b) Phase
separation of p(A20-i)x with Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions via a temperature
ramp. p(A20-i)x undergoes irreversible phase separation with Ca2+ and
reversible phase separation with Mg2+. c) Phase separation of p(T20-j)y
occurs only in the presence of Ca2+ and not for Mg2+. d) Pathway
controlled information exchange by mingling interactions of droplet
and protocell mixtures by Ca2+-pathway and Mg2+-pathway.
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This method yields extremely long sequence-specific multi-
block copolymers that are complementary to the sequence
encoded in a circular DNA template. Notably, shorter
ssDNA multiblock copolymers with varying repeat lengths,
x, can be obtained using heat-induced cleavage[19a] of the
RCA product at different incubation times. In total, we
prepared six p(A20-i)x polymers with x�12–56 by heating to
95 °C for 5 to 90 min. The average x was calculated from
agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) in Figure 2a–c.

Temperature-dependent turbidity measurements at
350 nm (away from the intrinsic DNA absorbance at
260 nm) and DLS allow to analyze the phase separation

behavior of p(A20-i)x with various chain lengths, and at
different Ca2+ concentrations (Figure 2d,e). We first focus
on the effect of chain length. Interestingly, two transition
temperatures (T1 and T2) are visible while heating the same
ssDNA mass concentration of p(A20-i)x/Ca2+ mixture from
20 °C to 80 °C at 1 °Cmin� 1 (Figure 2d). Upon increase of the
p(A20-i)x length from x=12 to 56, T1 decreases slightly from
40.2 °C to 37.1 °C, and T2 increases slightly from 75.4 °C to
76.5 °C. The decrease of T1 with increasing x is in line with
general polymer demixing. We suggest—and later provide
more evidence—that T1 and T2 indicate the nucleation and
the growth processes of the phase separation pathway,

Figure 2. Effect of ssDNA chain length and Ca2+ concentration on thermo-responsive phase separation. a) Time-dependent AGE for the thermal
cleavage of p(A20-i)x by heating to 95 °C for different incubation times (5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90 min). b) Corresponding greyscale analysis of AGE with
p(A20-i)x length as calculated from the DNA ladders (50 bp and 1k bp). c) Average length of p(A20-i)x with incubation time. The actual chain length
at short times is longer than this calculated average length because some long DNA strands, especially those longer than 10k (the upper limit of
the ladder), cannot be counted. d) Temperature-dependent absorbance at 350 nm of p(A20-i)x/50 mM Ca2+ with different chain lengths. The inset
shows T1 and T2 with different chain lengths. e) Temperature-dependent absorbance at 350 nm of p(A20-i)27/Ca

2+ at varying Ca2+ concentrations.
The inset shows T1 and T2 with different Ca2+ concentrations. f) Cyclic temperature ramp showing absorbance at 350 nm of p(A20-i)27/50 mM Ca2+.
The inset displays a CLSM image after the heating/cooling cycle. g) Turbidity of p(A20-i)x/50 mM Ca2+ with different chain lengths at 20 °C after
heating/cooling cycle. h) Turbidity of p(A20-i)27/Ca

2+ with varying Ca2+ concentrations at 20 °C after heating/cooling cycle. i) Cyclic temperature
ramp showing absorbance at 350 nm of p(A20-i)27/50 mM Mg2+. The inset displays a CLSM image after the heating/cooling cycle. Temperature
ramp rate: 1 °Cmin� 1. Scale bar: 10 μm.
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respectively. The ssDNA polymers p(A20-i)x nucleate into
small stable nanoscopic seeds above T1, and as the temper-
ature reaches T2, the seeds quickly grow and coalesce,
leading to the formation of microscopic droplets. Addition-
ally, a plateau in the scattering intensities between T1 and T2

appears for p(A20-i)x with x>15. This observation indicates
that the p(A20-i)x with x�15 shorter chain length exhibits a
more gradual growth, while the longer p(A20-i)x experiences
a sudden aggregation at T2. We selected p(A20-i)27 to
investigate the effect of the Ca2+ concentration on the phase
separation (Figure 2e). In absence of Ca2+, p(A20-i)27 does
not show phase separation. However, two transition temper-
atures appear consistently for higher Ca2+ concentrations.
The influence of the Ca2+ concentration is much more
profound on the details of the phase separation as compared
to the influence of chain length. The T1 decreases strongly
from 61.4 °C to 31.1 °C when increasing the Ca2+ concen-
tration from 10 mM to 200 mM, whereas T2 exhibits a slight
decrease from 77.5 °C to 75.5 °C. This indicates that varying
the Ca2+ concentration dramatically alters the primary
nucleation temperature (T1) even though the growth tem-
perature (T2) is not largely affected.

Since a detailed understanding of the phase separation
behavior is crucial for constructing complex mesoscopic all-
DNA droplet morphologies, we paid acute attention to
potential differences between the previously established
Mg2+-type phase separation[10c,19a] and the Ca2+-dependent
pathway discovered here. The most critical and consistent
observation is the reversibility of the phase separation in the
case of Mg2+, whereas the phase separation is irreversible for
Ca2+ as highlighted in the heating/cooling cycles in Fig-
ure 2f,i. The behavior is robust and can be repeated as
shown in Figure S2a,b. Substantial scattering remains after
cooling of p(A20-i)27/Ca2+ (Figure 2f), whereas the turbidity
completely disappears for p(A20-i)27/Mg2+. Correspondingly,
CLSM after cooling does not show any structures for the
Mg2+-based system, whereas plenty of DNA droplets with
�2 μm diameter are observed for the Ca2+-pathway (Fig-
ure 2f,i; inset). Notably, the decrease in turbidity from high
temperature to RT in the p(A20-i)27/Ca2+ system does not
need to arise from a partial re-dissolution, but rather stems
from a reswelling of the collapsed droplets which goes along
with a lower refractive index mismatch between the
coacervate and the solution that causes the scattering. The
resulting droplets are stable at RT for weeks. The remaining
turbidity is a function of the chain length and the Ca2+

concentration, which reflects size (see also below, Fig-
ure 4c,d) and compaction, respectively (Figure 2g,h). The
Ca2+ concentration is expected to lead to different swelling
after the heating/cooling cycle, which again rather influences
the refractive index contrast and not the particle fraction.
Critically, these observations reveal a new Ca2+-induced
pathway for forming stable all-DNA droplets without any
auxiliary agents to arrest the metastable coacervates kineti-
cally. Previously a surface complexing p(T20-j)y or a palin-
dromic, self-crosslinking XL domain in p(A20-i-XL)x was
needed in the Mg2+-pathway to stabilize any reversibly
forming polyA droplets at high temperature.[19a]

To better understand this new Ca2+-pathway for all-
DNA droplet formation, we investigated structure formation
via CLSM in both ex situ and in situ experimental setups
(Figure 3a,f,h,j). For the ex situ measurements, we heated
and incubated (5 min) a mixture of p(A20-i)27 and 50 mM
Ca2+ at different top temperatures during a temperature
ramp. After the cooling step, a stoichiometric amount of a
complementary dye-labeled ssDNA (Atto647-i*) was added
for CLSM as Atto647-i* binds to the barcode i. A series of
CLSM micrographs (Figure 3b and Figure S1a,b) shows that
distinct spherical droplets can be observed only when the
incubation temperature of the temperature ramp reaches
75 °C. No droplets are formed below 75 °C. This ramp
temperature is close to the T2 (76.5 °C) of p(A20-i)27 in the
Ca2+-pathway (Figure 2e) and indeed confirms that larger
scale aggregation by growth and coalescence can only be
observed when heating to or above T2. The droplet size
increases when the incubation temperature is elevated from
75 °C to 95 °C, as derived from statistical image analysis
(Figure 3d,e). To understand structural processes in the
turbidity plateau region between T1 and T2, we conducted
DLS at RT and at 55 °C (Figure 3c). An evident change in
size occurs from a population of dissolved ssDNA polymers
with a <Dh> z of ca. 20 nm at RT to a <Dh> z of ca. 200 nm
at 55 °C. The DLS count rate also increases from 3.9 to
34.9 kHzmW� 1 (Figure 3c), which aligns with the turbidity
increase seen in UV-Vis temperature ramps (Figure 2d–f).
Obviously, such structures are below the resolution limit of
the CLSM. Since the equilibration process in the DLS is
slow compared to the temperature ramp used in a
thermocycler, a stable collapse and the formation of primary
nuclei at this temperature can be concluded. Hence, these
observations support the phase separation pathway deter-
mined from the UV-Vis spectroscopy, with a primary
nucleation step above T1 and rapid microdroplet formation
by growth and coalescence at T2.

For visual observation of the droplet formation process,
we also performed in situ CLSM imaging using a heating
stage to monitor the structural transformations during a
heating cycle (25!85 °C) of a mixture of p(A20-i)27 in the
presence of 50 mM Ca2+. For this purpose, we synthesized a
covalently labeled p(A20-i)27-Cy5 by co-polymerizing a
dUTP� Cy5 monomer (�2% of dTTP) during the RCA
process, which makes the ssDNA polymer intrinsically
fluorescent. No distinguishable structures are observed until
the temperature reaches �85 °C. A population of droplets
appears after 20 s at 85 °C, and successively, the spherical
droplets grow in size and eventually undergo coalescence
(Figure 3g,i). The coalescence of the droplets at 85 °C
indicates a dynamic behavior of the phase-separated
droplets (Figure 3i). We also heated the sample only to the
plateau between T1 and T2. Similar to the DLS results,
CLSM does not show any structures, even using a much
slower heating rate and maintaining the temperature for ca.
5 min (Figure 3j,k). These in situ CLSM imaging results,
together with the DLS data, confirm the presence of a
nucleation step with stable nuclei above T1 and a subsequent
growth and coalescence phase above T2, which is termed as
a “two-stage process” .
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Figure 3. Formation of polyA DNA droplets via the Ca2+-pathway. a) Schematic illustration of the formation of droplets. b) Ex situ CLSM images of
0.08 gL� 1 solution of p(A20-i)27 with 50 mM Ca2+ after incubating at different temperatures for 5 min with a heating and cooling rate of 3 °Cs� 1.
Imaging is done after the completion of the temperature ramp. A minimum temperature of 75 °C is needed for visible droplet formation.
c) Diameter profile of 0.003 gL� 1 solutions of p(A20-i)27 with 50 mM Ca2+ measured by DLS at RT and 55 °C. d) Diameter distribution from (b).
e) Droplet diameter from (b). The point and line inside the box correspond to the mean and median line of the droplet population. The box
represents a five-number summary of the droplet data set, extending from the first quartile to the third quartile. Error bars are the standard
deviation of ca. 30 droplet counts. f) Two-stage phase separation of p(A20-i)27 via the Ca2+-pathway. g) In situ CLSM images of 0.12 gL� 1 solution of
p(A20-i)27-Cy5 with 50 mM Ca2+ during heating to 85 °C and maintaining at 85 °C with a heating rate of 1.5 °Cs� 1. h) Schematic illustration of the
coalescence of DNA droplets. i) In situ CLSM images of the coalescence of droplets at 85 °C. j) The first stage of phase separation (nucleation) of
p(A20-i)27/Ca

2+. (k) In situ CLSM images of 0.12 gL� 1 solution of p(A20-i)27-Cy5 with 50 mM Ca2+ during heating to 50 °C with a heating rate of
0.15 °Cs� 1. Scale bar: 5 μm.
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For a more comprehensive understanding, we also
investigated whether this two-stage process also holds for
the phase separation of p(A20-i)27 with 50 mM Mg2+. Indeed,
Figure S3 also shows the absence of any structures by CLSM
in the plateau between T1 and T2, thus also confirming a

nucleation and growth process. Hence, despite mechanistic
similarities between Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the two-stage process
during phase separation, the reversibility of the process is
fundamentally different, which relates to the binding inter-
action of polyA chains with both ions. Previous reports have

Figure 4. Effect of polyA chain length and Ca2+ concentration on droplet formation and properties. a–e) Effect of ssDNA chain length. a) Schematic
illustration of p(A20-i)x/Ca

2+ morphologies with different chain lengths. b) CLSM images of 0.08 gL� 1 solution of p(A20-i)x/50 mM Ca2+ with an
increasing chain length. c) Size distribution of droplet from (b). d) Droplet diameter distribution. Error bars correspond to standard deviations
from three duplicate experiments. Ca. 300 droplets were counted. e) Particle asymmetry of p(A20-i)56/Ca

2+ from (b). f–h) Effect of Ca2+

concentration. f) Schematic illustration of p(A20-i)27/Ca
2+ morphologies at different Ca2+ concentrations. g) CLSM images of 0.08 gL� 1 solution of

p(A20-i)27/Ca
2+ with an increasing Ca2+ concentration. h) Size distribution of droplets from (g). i–j) FRAP of p(A20-i)27/50 mM Ca2+ droplet. i) CLSM

images of the droplets during a FRAP experiment: pre-bleach (0 s), bleach (3 s), after-bleaching (23 s and 123 s). j) The corresponding fluorescence
intensity from (i) confirms the p(A20-i)x/Ca

2+ droplet to have a rather gelled interior. The temperature ramp to 95 °C for 5 min at a heating and
cooling rate of 3 °Cs� 1is used for all the experiments unless otherwise specified. Scale bar: 5 μm.
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indicated a higher binding affinity of Ca2+ over Mg2+ with
DNA oligomers in solution,[21] and this difference is accen-
tuated at a high concentration of DNA.[21b,22] The higher
binding affinity of Ca2+ to polyA and polyT chains can be
attributed to its more polarizable aqueous shell,[23] enhanc-
ing the interaction with the nucleobases apart from the
phosphate backbone.[24] Thus, we hypothesize that the high-
er interaction of the DNA polymers with Ca2+ and low
chain mobility in the coacervate state causes permanent
kinetic trapping of the droplets.

Furthermore, we investigated the effect of the ssDNA
chain length and the Ca2+ concentration on the droplet
morphology using CLSM at a constant top temperature in
the temperature ramp of 95 °C. Figure 4a–e and Figure S1c–
e show that spherical droplets with moderate dispersity can
be formed for p(A20-i)x with x between 15 to 37 (50 mM
Ca2+). Longer chain lengths, such as p(A20-i)56, lead to
aspherical morphologies that arise from coalescence and
insufficient mobility of long chains to regain a spherical
droplet state.[25] Very short chain lengths (x<15) do not lead
to specific structures, which we relate to insufficient kinetic
trapping of the phase-separated state (Figure 4b). Hence, to
synthesize spherical all-DNA droplets via Ca2+-pathway, the
optimum number of repeating units in p(A20-i)x lies in the
range of �15–37 (Figure 4d) to balance phase separation
propensity and chain dynamics that are both a function of
the polymer length. As for the influence of Ca2+, we
prepared several p(A20-i)27 mixtures with varying Ca2+

concentrations from 0 to 200 mM. Figure 4f–h and Fig-
ure S1f,g depict spherical droplets with moderate dispersity
for Ca2+�30 mM, setting the lower limit for efficient kinetic
trapping of the high temperature-induced morphology.

As mentioned above, the p(A20-i)x droplets formed via
the Mg2+- pathway at elevated temperature dissolve at RT,
while the droplets formed via the Ca2+-pathway remain
stable at RT. Hence, it is of particular interest to understand
the physical state of the droplet interior stabilized at RT
formed via the Ca2+-pathway, which is elucidated by
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP; Fig-
ure 4i,j). Approximately 40% of the fluorescence is recov-
ered after 5 min when a part of a droplet is bleached using a
638 nm laser line, indicating a slow diffusion of the polymer
chains in the coacervate state, and a rather gelled interior.
Our previous work demonstrated that the fluorescence of
p(A20-i)x/p(T20-j)y protocells with liquid polyA cores formed
with Mg2+ can be fully recovered in a few seconds.[19a] This
indicates that these Ca2+-based p(A20-i)27 droplets are more
solid than the Mg2+-based p(A20-i)27/p(T20-j)27 protocells,
underscoring a difference in binding of Ca2+ vs. Mg2+ with
the polyA chains.

After having understood mechanistic details on the Ca2+

-mediated phase separation of p(A20-i)x and its important
difference to the Mg2+-mediated phase separation, we raised
the question to what extent more complex morphologies can
be built up, and whether this new type of kinetic trap can be
leveraged for new structure formation pathways. For
instance, previously, we could show that a temperature ramp
of reversibly phase-separating p(A20-i)x in presence of
permanently soluble p(T20-j)y allows for the formation of

core–shell DNA protocells in the presence of Mg2+ ions.[19a]

This process is shown in Figure 5c,d. The important prereq-
uisite for this process to work is the solubility of p(T20-j)y
across the full temperature ramp. However, when p(T20-j)27
is subjected to a temperature ramp at 50 mM Ca2+ also
p(T20-j)27 coacervates are found (Figure 5b). This under-
scores—similar to p(A20-i)x—that Ca2+ leads to a stronger
propensity for phase separation and to a lower nucleobase
specificity (Figure 5a,b and Figure S4a,b). Interestingly,
when subjecting a mixture of p(A20-i)27 and p(T20-j)27 to a
temperature ramp in the presence of 50 mM Ca2+, an Mg2+

-induced protocell architecture cannot be found; instead,
mixed coacervates containing both ssDNA equally distrib-
uted within the droplet are found (Figure 5c). In addition to
phase separation by Ca2+, the mixed DNA domains are now
additionally stabilized via A20-T20 duplex formation during
cooling.

On a system level, we hypothesized that such salt-
dependent morphologies could be used to create new
coacervate structures by mixing multiple coacervate systems
and exposing them to a second temperature ramp. To this
end, we mixed Ca2+-based p(A20-i)27 droplets (red in Fig-
ure 5f) with Mg2+-based p(A20-i)27/p(T20-j)27 protocells
(green and magenta, core and shell, Figure 5f) and inves-
tigated to what extent they can merge their “genetic
content” embedded in the ssDNA sequence (Figure 5d,e).
Prior to this, we first exchanged the buffer for 10 mM NaCl
TE buffer, which led to a swelling of both entities, but
complete dissolution was prevented in the protocells due to
A20-T20 duplexes at the interface and in the Ca2+-based
p(A20-i)27 droplets due to some remaining Ca2+ (Figure 5g).
After that, we again added new metal ions, Ca2+ or Mg2+, to
a total concentration of 50 mM.

When the resulting droplet/protocell mixture is subjected
to a second temperature ramp, two different morphologies
emerge via two different metal ion-dependent pathways
(Figure 5e,f,h,k, Figure S5). In the Ca2+-pathway, the drop-
lets and protocells (both core and shell) undergo mixing
with the formation of partly phase-separated Janus-type
structures as well as mixed droplets (Figure 5h–j and Fig-
ure S5d). The initial protocells disappear and transform into
homogeneously mixed coacervates due to the insolubility of
the p(T20-j)27 in the presence of Ca2+ at elevated temper-
ature. The line segment analysis on the final mixed droplets
shows near homogeneous droplets (Figure 5i), and the
observed Janus-like structures further confirm the coales-
cence behavior during the formation of the final mixed
droplets (Figure 5j).

On the other hand, in the Mg2+-dependent pathway, a
core–shell protocell with mixed core emerges (Figure 5e,k).
The p(A20-i)27 chains from both the droplet and the protocell
integrate to form mixed protocell core. This is clearly seen
in the superposition of the red fluorescence originating from
the covalently labeled p(A20-i)27-Cy5 from the original Ca2+

-mediated droplet and of the green fluorescence emerging
from the post-staining of p(A20-i)27, present in the Mg2+

-mediated protocell, with Atto565-i*. Additionally, a clear
shell of p(T20-j)27 post-stained with a magenta Atto488-j*
conjugate is visible. This homogeneous mixing in the core of
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both p(A20-i)27-based ssDNA from the droplet and the
protocell, and the shell localization of p(T20-j)27 is enabled

by the absence of phase separation of p(T20-j)27 in the
presence of Mg2+ ions (Figure 5k,l and Figure S5e). The

Figure 5. Information exchange between coacervate droplets and core–shell protocells in the presence of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions. a) Reversibility of
metal-dependent phase separation of p(A20-i)27. b) Reversibility of metal-dependent phase separation of p(T20-j)27. c) Complex morphologies can be
obtained by subjecting a mixture of p(A20-i)27 and p(T20-j)27 to a temperature ramp at Ca2+ or Mg2+ ions. d) Synthesis of droplets via Ca2+-pathway
and protocells via Mg2+-pathway. e–l) Information exchange of coacervate droplets and core–shell protocells via different phase separation
pathways. e) Strategy and mechanisms of information exchange. f) CLSM images of droplets and protocells. g) Structures swell after washing with
10 mM NaCl TE buffer. h) CLSM images of resulting mixed droplets via Ca2+-pathway. i–j) Line segment analysis of the resulting droplets and
Janus-like structure. k) CLSM images of the resulting core–shell protocells with mixed core via Mg2+-pathway. l) Line segment analysis of the
obtained protocell. Scale bar: 5 μm. inset: 2 μm.
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formation of various morphologies via performing a temper-
ature ramp on the droplet and protocell mixture achieves
pathway-controlled structuration by metal-dependent phase
separation of ssDNA polymers, thus offering the possibility
of information exchange of DNA biomaterials.

Conclusion

We have systematically investigated the coacervations of
ssDNA polymers based on the thermo-responsive phase
separation pathways that are important for a fundamental
understanding of the phase behavior of nucleic acids in
biology and nanoscience, as well as for the formation of
DNA droplets and DNA-based protocells as entities to
study life-like behavior in complex systems. Significantly, by
using a combination of ex situ and in situ CLSM and DLS,
we have identified similarities and distinct differences in the
ion-dependent phase separation behavior between Mg2+-
and Ca2+-pathways, both of which follow a two-stage
process for coacervation of the ssDNA chains. A first critical
temperature is found, T1, whereupon stable nuclei are
formed that are much smaller than the optical diffraction
limit, followed by a relatively stable temperature region (in
terms of turbidity), and eventually, a second transition, T2,
occurs that leads to micron-scale coacervation by growth
and coalescence. The T1 and T2 regions depend slightly on
the overall chain length but more strongly on the counterion
concentration. This behavior is robust. The most striking
difference between Ca2+ and Mg2+ as counterions relates to
the reversibility of the phase transition. Mg2+ has a fully
reversible transition, whereas Ca2+ clearly leads to irrever-
sible trapping of the coacervate droplets formed at high
temperatures. The stronger propensity of Ca2+ for coac-
ervate formation also leads to a different selectivity regard-
ing the nucleobases. While Mg2+ leads to selective temper-
ature-induced coacervation of polyA-rich ssDNA, whereas
polyT-rich ssDNA remains in solution, Ca2+ is clearly
indiscriminatory and also leads to temperature-induced
coacervation of polyT-rich strands. Additionally, we could
derive important aspects regarding sphericity and size of the
coacervates by showing that an appropriate length is needed
to obtain sufficient phase separation, while excessively long
strands hinder re-obtaining a spherical shape after droplet
coalescence at high temperature.

In summary, these data show that a careful mapping of
the system behavior allows delineating distinct differences
regarding ion-dependent and temperature-induced phase
separation of ssDNA polymers. We put the different
strengths of the approaches to work and could show that a
Ca2+-derived polyA-rich droplet (that would be unstable in
a Mg2+ setting) can merge their information content with a
Mg2+-derived core/shell DNA protocell formed by a polyA/
polyT (that would equally not form in a Ca2+-setting) by
proper salinity adjustment and using a secondary temper-
ature ramp.

These phase behavior of sequence-specific nucleic acid
polymers may provide an essential understanding of relevant
scenarios in living cells, such as heat shock-mediated droplet

formation inside the living cell cytoplasm[26] or the relevance
of a polyA-tag present in each mRNA produced in the
nucleus. Furthermore, our studies also may pave the way
toward understanding the “origin of life” scenarios where
nucleic acids played an essential role in prebiotic
confinements.[10c,27]

Together, these investigations of the phase separation
mechanisms offer a better understanding of coacervation of
DNA-based systems, properties of membrane-less nucleic
acid-rich organelles, and emulating life-like functions in
future protocellular systems.
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